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Abstract 
This paper is a continuation of [1-3]. We show that, for a connected caccc poset having 
no one-way infinite fence any two ANTI-perfect sequences have the same length and any two 
ANTI-cores are isomorphic. 
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1. Introduction 
The following notions for a poset (P, ~< ) were introduced in [1]. The ANTI-order 
of P is a quasi-order << such that x << y holds if and only if 
Vz EP(z  <x ~ z < y) A (z>x ~ z > y). 
X C_P is ANTI-9ood if it is a maximal <<-antichain of <<-maximal elements. 
A strictly decreasing sequence (Pc" ~ ~< 2) of subsets of P is called ANTI-perfect if 
P = Po DPl 3""  3P; ,  P¢+1 is an ANTI-good subset of (P~, ~<) ((  < 2), P~ = [-]~<~ P~ 
for limit (, and P;~ is an ANTI-good subset of itself. P;~ is called an ANTI-core of P 
and 2 is called the length of /7 .  
For a poset P and Z c_ p, Z( < x) and Z( > x) denote, respectively, the sets {z c Z: 
z < x} and {z E Z" z > x}. For x, y E P we write x _1_ y if x and y are incomparable. 
A poset P is chain-complete (co) if every non-empty chain has both an infimum and 
supremum in P, and is conditionally antichain-complete (cac) if every infinite antichain 
which is bounded below (above) has an infimum (supremum) in P; P is a caccc poset 
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if it is both cc and cac. It is easily seen that these properties are preserved by retracts of 
P. P has the fixed point property (fpp) if every order preserving map f : P --~ P has 
a fixed point (x = f(x)) ;  if P fails to have this property we say it is fixed point free 
(fpf). In [1] it was shown that an ANTI-good subset of a caccc poset P is a retract and 
that it is unique up to isomorphism, also an ANTI-perfect sequence and an ANTI-core 
exist in this case. The main results proved in [2, 3] were the following theorems. 
Theorem 1.1 [2, Theorem 1.1]. Let 11 = (P~ : ~<2) be an ANTI-perfect sequence of 
a connected caccc poset P which contains no one-way infinite fence. Then PC is a 
retract of P for every ~ <~ 2; in particular, the ANTI-core P;~ is a retract of P. 
Theorem 1.2 [3, Theorem 1.2]. Let 1I = (Pc : ~<~2) be an ANTI-perfect sequence 
of a connected caccc poset P which contains no one-way infinite fence. I f  there are 
tl < 2 and x C P~ - P,+I such that both Pn( < x) and P,( > x) are fpf, then P is fpf; 
otherwise, P has the fpp iff the ANTI-core P;~ has this property. 
Since an ANTI-good subset in a caccc connected poset P with no one-way infinite 
fence is unique up to isomorphism, it follows that the first 09 terms in two ANTI- 
perfect sequences (P~ : ~<2) and (P~ : ~<2')  are termwise isomorphic. In the present 
paper we show that this isomorphism is also maintained at limit stages o that any two 
ANTI-perfect sequence have the same length and any two ANTI-cores are isomorphic. 
In view of this we can unambiguously refer to the ANTI-core of such a poset. 
Theorem 1.3. Let P be a connected caccc poset with no one-way infinite fence and 
/et H = (Pc : ~<2), H'  = (P~ : ~<2')  be two ANTI-perfect sequences of P. Then 
2 = 21 and P~ and P~ are isomorphic for all ~ <<. 2. 
The definitions and notations from [1-3] will also be used here. The proof of 
Theorem 1.3, like the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, requires a detailed analysis 
of the ~-orbits of elements of P when ~ is a limit ordinal. In [2, 3] we proved certain 
inductive conditions (1)~-(22)¢ on the (-orbits; we shall need to refer to these but 
for easier reference and convenience to the reader in Section 2 we shall restate those 
conditions needed for the proof of Theorem 1.3 as well as the relevant definitions 
and notation. To prove our result we establish four additional inductive conditions 
(23)¢-(26)¢ (see Section 3); (25)¢ easily implies Theorem 1.3. 
2. Background 
The starting point of the whole theory on ANTI-order is a simple observation due 
to Schr6der [4]. The element x of the poset P is said to be retractable to y E P, if 
and only if 
x ~ y/X Vz E P(z  <x =~ z<~y)/~ (z >x  :=~ z>~y). 
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The connection with the fpp observed in [4], is the fact that, if x is retractable to y, 
then P has the fpp if and only if P\{x} has the fpp and one of P( < x) and P( > x) 
has the fpp. This is a useful tool to decide if a finite poset has the fpp since it reduces 
the question to posets of smaller size. But the relation 'retractable to' is not transitive 
and so this was modified to the related notion of the ANTI-order in [1]. 
A simple fact about the ANTI-order is 
Lemma 2.1 [1, Lemma 3.1]. In an arbitrary poset P, if x, y E P, x ~ y and x<<y, 
where << is the ANTI-order on P, then x I y. 
Let X be any ANTI-good subset of the caccc poset P. In [ 1 ] the dominated part of 
P was defined as the set 
D(P) = {x E P: there is a <<-maximal e ement y such that x<<y}. 
For any x E D(P), there is clearly some y E X such that x<<y. One of the basic facts 
proved in [1] (Lemma 3.3) says that, for any x E P\D(P), either P (< x) ~ 0 and 
has a greatest element a(x) which belongs to X, or P( > x) ¢ 0 and has a least ele- 
ment b(x) which belongs to X. Define an ANTI-9ood mappin9 9 : P ---' X as follows. 
For x E X, 9(x) = x; for x E D(P)\X,  9(x) is an element in X such that x<<9(x). 
If x E P\D(P)  then, by the above, either the greatest element a(x) of P( < x) belongs 
to X or the smallest element b(x) of P (> x) belongs to X; define 9(x) ~- a(x) if it 
exists and 9(x) = b(x) otherwise. The definition of 9 depends not only upon X, but 
also on the choices of the g(x) for x E D(P)\X,  but the main result of [1] shows that 
every such map is a retraction. 
Theorem 2.1 [1, Theorem 3.4]. Let X be a <<-9ood subset of a caccc poset P and 
let 9 be an ANTI-9ood map onto X. Then, 
(1) if x, y E P and x < y, then 9(x)<~ y and x<<,9(y); 
(2) O is a retraction; 
(3) /f there is a E P \X  such that both P( < a) and P( > a) are fp f  then P is also 
fpf', otherwise P has the fpp iff X has the fpp; 
(4) any two ANTI-9ood subsets are isomorphic. 
Now suppose that P is a connected caccc poset containing no one-way infinite fence 
and let/7 = (P~ : ~ ~<)~) be an ANTI-perfect sequence of P. Let <<¢ be the ANTI-order 
on PC and let gc : PC ~ PC+I be an ANTI-good retraction for all ~ < 2 as defined above. 
The proofs of Theorem 1.1 in [2] and Theorem 1.2 in [3] are inductive proofs showing 
that, for each ~ ~< 2, there is a retraction fc : P --' PC such that the 22 statements (1)~- 
(22)¢ in [2, 3] hold (starting with f0 = ide, the identity mapping on P). We restate 
several of these which will be needed for the proof of Theorem 1.3 and, for easier 
reference, we retain the original numbering from the earlier papers. 
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For any x E P, we define i(x), the index of x (with respect o the ANTI-perfect 
sequence/ /= (Pc : ~<2)),  to be 2 i fx  E Pj~ and, i fx  q[ P;~, i(x) is the unique ordinal 
< 2 such that xEP~\P~+1. For ~<2 we define the sequence orb¢(x) = (f,(x): q < ~), 
the i-orbit of x; forA C_ ~ we also define the set Orb(A,x) = {f,(x): t/E A} (of course, 
these definitions depend upon the particular sequence (f~ : ~ < 2)). When ~ is a limit 
ordinal, x E P is said to be l-stable, if there is t /< ¢ such that f , (x) = f¢(x) for all 
t/~<~ < ¢. A subset A C_ ~ is a CA-, a CI-, or a CD-set for x E P i ra  is cofinal in 
and the set Orb(A,x) is, respectively, an antichain, an increasing chain or a decreasing 
chain in P. Let A be a CA-set for x in ~ such that Orb(A,x) is bounded below. Since 
P is caccc, for any ~ E A 
x~ = inf{fn(x): q EA/X r/>~} 
exists. The following lemma was proved in [2]. 
Lemma 2.2 [2, Lemma 2.1]. Let /7 = (Pc : ~<2) be an ANTI-perfect sequence of a 
caccc-poset P. I f  ~ < 2 and X C_P~ and x = infX (x = supX) exists, then x E P~; 
moreover, if x q~ X, then x E P~+l. 
Therefore, the x~ defined above belongs to P~, and since (x~ : ~ E A) is increasing 
z=sup{x~: ~EA)  
exists and belongs to P~. The sequence (x~ : ~ E A) is called a down-up sequence o fx  
(du-sequence), and the supremum is denoted by du-limOrb(A,x). An ud-sequence and 
the corresponding limit, ud-limOrb(A,x), is defined in a similar way when Orb(A,x) 
is bounded above. 
If ¢ is a limit ordinal, x E P, and if ~ contains either a CD-set (CI-set) A for x or 
a CA-set B for x such that Orb(B,x) is bounded below (above), then we define s~(x) 
(t~(x)) to be either the infimum (supremum) of Orb(A,x) or the du-limit (ud-limit) of 
Orb(B,x). It is shown in [2] that these definitions of s~(x) and t~(x), when they exist, 
do not depend upon the choices of A or B. 
(5)~ in [2] says that: if ~ is a limit, x E P, and A is a cofinal subset of ~, then A 
contains either a CA-set, a CD-set or a CI-set for x. And (6)¢ in [2] says that: if 
is a limit ordinal and x E P, then there is a cofinal subset A C ~ such that Orb(A,x) 
is either bounded above or bounded below in P. Therefore, when ~ is a limit, for 
any x E P, ~ contains either a CD-set, a CI-set for x, or a CA-set A for x such that 
Orb(A,x) is bounded either above or below, This fact implies that at least one of s¢(x) 
and t~(x) exists. Furthermore, if they both exist, then by (14)~ in [2], s~(x)<~ t¢(x). 
We are now ready to state the definitions of the f~'s and results from [2] needed 
for this paper. We shall refer to these results with the same numbering that was used 
in [2]. 
(15)4 If  ~ = q+ 1 is a successor ordinal, define f¢ = 9~°f~-  If  ~ is a limit 
ordinal and x E P, then we define f4(x) as follows: if ~ contains a CD-set for x, then 
f~(x) = s~(x) (which exists); if ~ contains no CD-set but contains a CI-set for x, then 
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f¢(x) = t¢(x) (which exists); if 4 contains no CD- or CI-set for x, then we define 
f¢(x) = s~(x) if s¢(x) exists, and f¢(x) = t¢(x) otherwise. 
Let us make the following remark about this definition. In the definition f~(x) is 
chosen to be either s~(x) or t¢(x) in the order that there exists a CD-set, a CI-set, a 
CA-set A for which Orb(A,x) bounded below, or a CA-set B with Orb(B,x) bounded 
above. This order is important o ensure that the map f¢ is order preserving. We first 
tried to define f~(x) to be s~(x) if it exists, and to be t~(x) otherwise. But this did 
not work, at least, there was a difficulty which we could not overcome. Of course, 
we could equally well define f¢(x) in a dual way depending upon the existence first 
of  a CI-set, then a CD-set, then B, and finally A. (This works, but some inductive 
conditions, in particular (16)~ in [2], need to be modified accordingly.) 
(17)4 f~ is a retraction and PC = f¢[P] is a retract (and hence PC is connected). 
(18)~ For any x, y E P, 
~<<-fl<~4 A A(x)<> y A y E P~ --* f#(x)<> y, 
where the two occurences of <> denote either ~< or >~. 
(19)~ f~ o f~ = f~ of~ = f~ for any ~<~.  
3. Four additional inductive conditions 
Let P be a connected caccc poset with no one-way infinite fence and let H = (Pc : 
4 ~< )~), 17' = (P~ : 4 ~< 2') be fixed ANTI-perfect sequences of P. For convenience define 
P~ = P;~ for 4 ~> 2 so that the PC are defined for every ordinal 4. For each 4, <<~ denotes 
the ANTI-order on P~. f~ and 9~ are defined as above for 4 ~< 2, and when 4 > 2, 9~ 
is just the identity map on P~ and f~ = f; .  Similarly, we define P~, f~ and 9~ for all 
4 for the ANTI-perfect sequence /7~. For other notions about ANTI-perfect sequences, 
when these refer to the perfect sequence /7~ we shall indicate this with a prime. For 
example, Orb'(4,x) denotes the set {f~(x) : r /< 4}. Our aim is to show that PC and 
P~ are isomorphic for all 4. For this purpose, we shall inductively prove the following 
statements: 
(23)¢ Orb~(4,x) is an antichain for any x E P~. 
(24)¢ For any x E P~, Orb~(4,x) is finite and so x is 4-stable for/-/t if 4 is a limit. 
(25)~ f~of~(x) = x for any x E PC and f~of~(x')  = x' for any x' E P~; consequently, 
f~lP~ is an isomorphism from PC onto P~, and f~lP~ is its inverse. 
(26)~ Letx  E P~, y EP~_ IUP~_1.3  Then y<x i f fy<f~(x)  and, in this case, 
y < f~(x) for all ~/< 4; Y > x iff y > f~(x) and, in this case, y > f~(x) for all t /< 4. 
3 As usual, we define ~ - 1 = ~ for ~ not a successor dinal. 
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4. Additional lemmas 
The following lemmas are simple and the ideas to prove them have been used already 
in [1-3]. But the statements do not appear explicitly in the earlier papers, and so we 
give the proofs since these are needed for the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
Lemma 4.1. Let P be a caccc poset, x, y E P, x 3_ y. Suppose that Z C_ P is closed 
under takin9 infima and suprema of subsets and that 
VzEZ(z <x =~ z < y) A (z > x =~ z > y). 
Then the set of minimal elements of Z(> x) is finite and is coinitial in Z(> x), i.e. 
for any aEZ(> x), there is a minimal element b of Z(> x) such that b<<,a. Similarly 
for Z(< x). 
Proof. Let C be a non-empty chain in Z(> x). Then inf C exists and belongs to Z, 
since P is cc and Z is closed under taking infima. The condition of the lemma ensures 
that both x and y are lower bounds of C. Hence, x ~< inf C and y ~< inf C. But x 3- y 
and so x < inf C and inf C E Z(> x). Therefore by Zorn's Lemma, the set of minimal 
elements of Z(> x), X, is coinitial in Z(> x). I fX  is infinite, then infX exists since P 
is caccc and by the same argument i follows that infX > x. But this contradicts the 
minimality of elements in X since infX is strictly less than any element of X. [] 
Lemma 4.2. Let X be an ANTI-9ood subset of the poset P. l f  yEP  is a <<-maximal 
element, then there is a unique x E X such that y<<x; and in this case, x << y also 
holds. 
Proofl Since y is a <<-maximal e ement, it belongs to D(P), the dominated part of P, 
and so there is xEX such that y<<x. The <~_<-maximality of  implies that x<<y also 
holds. If there exists z E X such that z ~ x and y<<z, then x<<z, which contradicts 
the fact that X is a <<-antichain. [] 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that P is a connected caccc poset with no one-way infinite 
fence,/7 = (Pc : ~ ~< 2) is an ANTI-perfect sequence of P and f~ : P --* PC is defined 
as in (15)¢ (~<2). Then, for any xEP  and any limit ordinal ~ <<,2, the following are 
equivalent: 
(1) x is i-stable; 
(2) there exists q < ~ such that f~(x) = f,(x); 
(3) there exists q < ~ such that f,(x)EP¢. 
Proof. Assume that (1) holds. By definition, there is q < ~ such that f~(x) = fn(x) 
for all q ~<~ < 4. Then (2) holds by the definition of f¢(x). By (17)¢, f¢(x)EP¢ and so 
fn(x)EP¢, i.e. (3) also holds. Conversely, if (3) holds, then fn(x) E P~ for all r/~<~<2 
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since the perfect sequence /7 is decreasing. By (17)~, f~ is idempotent on P~ and so, 
by (19)~, ~(x)= f~ o fn(x)= f,(x) (q~<ff < ~) and (1) holds. [] 
5. The Proof of (23)¢ 
Suppose first that ~ = r /+ 1 is a successor ordinal. By (23)7, Orb'(q,x) is an 
antichain. If f~(x) = f~(x) for some ~ < 7, we are done since, in this case, Orb'(~,x) = 
Orb~(q,x). If q is a limit ordinal, then by (24)7, since xEP,, x is v-stable for/7'  and 
so by Lemma 4.3, f~(x) E Orb~(q,x) and hence Orb'(~,x) = Orb'(q,x) is an antichain. 
Therefore, we may assume that q is a successor ordinal and f~(x) ¢ f~_l(x). Since 
x E P~ C p,, x = f,(x) is a <<~_l-maximal element in P, - I ,  and therefore by (25),_1, 
f~_~(x) is a <<'n_l-maximal e ement in P',-l. Thus f~_l(x) E D(P~_I). It follows 
from the definition of ' that f~_l(X)<<q_l' ' g~-I o f~_l(X) = f~(x) and so, by 
Lemma 2.1, f~(x)± f~_,(x). Furthermore, by (18)7, f~(x ) l  f~(x) for all ~ < q. 
Therefore, Orb'(~,x) = Orb'(q,x) U {f~(x)} is an antichain. 
We now assume that ~ is a limit ordinal. For any 7, ~ < ~, if ~ = max{v, ~} + 1, 
then by (23)~, either f~(x) = f{(x) or f~(x) L f~(x). Therefore, Orb'(~,x) is an anti- 
chain. [] 
6. The Proof of (24)¢ 
This is trivial when ~ = q + 1 is a successor ordinal, since Orbt(~,x) = Orb(q,x) U 
{f~(x)} is finite by (24)7. We may therefore assume that ~ is a limit ordinal. In the 
following, under the assumption that Orb~(~,x) is infinite for some x E P~, we shall 
deduce a sequence of claims which eventually lead to a contradiction. Of course, we 
are at liberty to use the dual versions of any established claim. 
Under the above assumption, there exists q < ~ such that f~(x) # x; let p = min{q : 
q < ~ A f~(x) # x}. 
Claim 6.1. f~(x) ±x  for all #<~q < 4. 
Proof. Note that f~(x) 7£ x; otherwise, x E P~ C P~ and we obtain the contradiction that 
f~(x) : x. Since x = fd(x)EOrb'(¢,x) it follows by (23)~ that f~(x) _1_ x. [] 
For any q < 4, let M~ be the set of all minimal elements of P~(>f~(x)). 
Claim 6.2. M~ is finite and coinitial in P~(>f~(x)) ]br #<~ < 4. 
Proof. By (26)7, for any zEP~, z is stricly comparable with f~(x) if and only if it is 
strictly comparable with x. Therefore, since f~(x) ± x by Claim 6.1 and P~ is closed 
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under taking infima and suprema, it follows from Lemma 4.1, that M~ is finite and 
coinitial in P'n(> f'n(x)). [] 
Claim 6.3. For It <~tl < 4, there is no infinite antichain in P~n(> f~(x)) which inter- 
sects M~. 
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that such an infinite antichain X exists and that 
b E X A M~. By (26)n , f~(x) and x are both lower bounds of X. Since P is caccc, 
in fX  = c exists and c E P'n by Lemma 2.2. Then, f~(x) < c since f~(x)~c and 
f~(x) 2_ x<~c. Also c < b since X is an antichain, and this contradicts the minimality 
of b. [] 
Claim 6.4. For I~ <~ 1 < 4 and b E M~, b <<'n f~+' (b); consequently, either b = f~+, (b) 
or b A_ f~+,(b). Also, f~+,(x) < f,;+l(b). 
Proof. We first show that b E D(P'n), the dominated part of P~. Suppose not. Then 
' with b as the first term. there is an infinite strictly <<'n-increasing sequence in Pn 
By Lemma 2.1, this is an infinite antichain in P'n(> f~(x)) containing b, and this 
contradicts Claim 6.3. Therefore, b ED(P'n) and so, by the definition of g'n and (17)n, 
b <<,', O'n(b) = 0n' o f (b) = fL,( '  b), 
and therefore, by Lemma 2.1 either b = f~+l(b) or b _1_ f~+l(b). 
By (26)n, f~(x)<b implies x<b and, by (26)n+i, this further implies that 
f~+,(x) < b. Therefore, since b<< nf~+l(b), it follows that f~+l(x) < f~+l(b). [] 
The cofinality of an ordinal 4 is the least ordinal /~ such that 4 contains a cofinal 
subset of order type p. 
Claim 6.5. (i) ~ has cofinality co. 
(ii) Either there are ordinals ~n and elements b, EM~,, (n < co) such that #<<.~o < 
(1 < " " ,  sup,<o, ~n = 4, and (b~ : n < ~o) is strictly increasing, or the dual statement 
holds. 
(iii) For each n < co, there is c~, such that ~, < ~ < 4 and b~ _1_ f'~,,(x). 
Proofi By our assumption that Orbt(4,x) is infnite, there is a denumerable subset 
A C_ ~ such that f~(x) ¢ f~(x) for distinct t/, ~ E A. We may assume that /~ < min A. 
I f  t/ E A is a limit ordinal, then by (24)n and Lemma 4.3, there is a least ordinal 
< q such that f~(x) = f~(x). This ( must be a successor ordinal by (24)~, and 
f~(x) ¢ f~_l(X). Therefore, without loss of generality, we may further assume that 
each r /EA is a successor ordinal and f~(x) ¢ f~_l(x). Suppose A is not cofinal in 
and supA < a < ~. Then Orb'(cqx) is infinite and this contradicts (24)~. Therefore, 
cf (4) = co, and we may assume that the order type of A is oo. 
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For any t/ E A, denote by a(r/) the immediate successor of r/ in A, i.e. a(r/) = 
min{~ E A "r/< ~}. Since J'~(x), f~(n)(x) E U n, they are <<~n-a-inc°mparable in P~_~ and 
so there is a n EP~_ 1 such that a, is strictly comparable with f~(x) but incomparable 
with f~(n)(x). Let 
U =- {r/EA: a n > f~(x)}, D = {r/EA: a n < f~(x)}. 
One of these, say U, is cofinal in A and therefore also cofinal in 4. Then V --- {r / -  1 : 
r/E U} is also cofinal in ~. 
Let ~E V. Since xEP~ CP~+I is a <<i-maximal element in P~ and f~lP¢ :P~ ~ P~ 
is an isomorphism by (25)~, it follows that f~(x) is a <<~-maximal element in P5 
Hence, f{+~(x)= g~ o f~(x)<<~f~(x) by Lemma 4.2, and so a~+, > f~(x). It follows 
from Claim 6.2 that there is b~ EM~ such that b~ ~<a~+l. Note that b~ > f~+~(x) also 
(since f~(x)<<'~ f{+l(X)). Since f~(¢+,)(x) ± a~+~, it follows that f~(~+,)(x) 4~ b¢; also, 
b~ 4~f~+t)(x), otherwise f~(x)< f~(~+l)(X) and this contradicts (23)4. Therefore, 
b¢ >/{(x), (1) 
holds for all (E V. 
Let r/,(E V, r /< (. Since xEP~ CP¢, b¢EP~ and b( > f~(x), it follows from (26)~ 
that b c > f',(x). Therefore, b~ -~ 67, since b n is a minimal element of Pin(> f~(x)). Since 
xEP~CP~+I, b¢ EP~ and f{+l(x) < b¢, it follows from (26)~+1 that f~(n+l)(x) < b~ 
since cr(q + 1)<~(+ 1. Therefore, b, ¢ be since b n _1_ f~(n+l)(x) by (1). We claim that 
there is no infinite subset W C_ V such that {be : (E W} is an antichain. Suppose that 
such a set W exists and fl---min W. Then, for any ~ c W, since be > f~(x), it follows 
by (26)¢ that be > f~(x). Hence {be : ( E W} is an infinite antichain in P~(> f~(x)) 
which intersects M~ in b#, and this contradicts Claim 6.3. Therefore, there is an infinite 
subset {(, : n < ~o} C V such that the sequence (b~,, : n < ~o) is strictly increasing. 
Then (ii) holds with b, = be,,, and (iii) follows from (1). [] 
We assume that the ~n and bn (n < o~) satisfy the conditions in Claim 6.5. Without 
loss of generality, we assume that bn E M~,, and these are strictly increasing. We shall 
inductively define a strictly increasing sequence of ordinals (r/n :n < ~o) cofinal in 4, 
and a sequence (c, : n < o~) in m'  = U{M~ : # ~<r/ < 4} satisfying the conditions 
(i)n-(v), below (in which i'(c) stands for the index of the element e for the perfect 
sequence H'). The first and last of these, (i) and (v), imply that {cn : n < co} is an 
infinite antichain in P',0(> f~o(x)) intersecting M~0 at co, which contradicts Claim 6.3 
and thereby completes the proof of (24)~. 
(i), cnCM~,  ' . 
(ii)n i'(c,,) < ¢. 
(iii)n r/n = i~(cn_l ) + 1 > ~m for all rn < n. 
(iV)n en <~f~,(Cn-l) < bm for some m < co, 
c~-l ± f~,,(c,-l) and c, - i  <<l'(c,, .)f~,(c~-i). 
(v)n c, I Cr~ for m < n. 
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We start the induction with q0 = ~0 and Co = bo. Suppose that n/> 1. and that qm and 
Cm have been suitably defined for m < n. For notational convenience write ( = i!(cn_ l ). 
By (i)._ l and (ii)._l, qn-1 ~<( < ~. Define tln = ( + 1. Then (iii)~ holds. 
Observe that (i). implies that c. > f~,,(x) and hence that Cn > x by (26).,. Thus. by 
(i)n_ l, x < c.-1. and since On_ l EP( it follows by (26)(+1 that f~,,(x) = f{+l(X) < Cn-I 
and f{(x) < c._,. If f{(x)  < c < C._l holds for some c E P~. then f~,,_,(x) < c < c._, 
by (26)C; but this is a contradiction since c.- i  E M~,,_~ by (i)._ I. Therefore. Cn-I E 
M~. and hence Cn-l<<_~f~,,(C.-l) and f~,,(C.-l) / c . - i  by Claim 6.4. It follows that 
f~,,(x) < f~,,(c.-i ). By Claim 6.2, there is an element cn EM~,, such that c. ~ f~,,(c.-i ). 
By (iv)._l. there is some p < o) such that c. - i  < bp. By Claim 6.5 there are (m and 
bm EM'~,,, such that max{(,(p} < (m < ~ and bp < bin. Since bm EP~,,, CP~,_ it follows 
that cn <~f~,,(c.-I ) < bin. Therefore, conditions (i). and (iv). hold. 
Suppose i ' (c.)>~. Then Cn EP~ and therefore, for any r /< ~, f~(x) < c. < bm by 
(26)~. But this is a contradiction since, by Claim 6.5, there is some r /< ~ such that 
bm I f',(x). This proves that (ii)n holds. 
Let m < n < ~o. Then ?/m < ?/n. By (i)n , f~,,(x) < cn and so, by (26)7,,  f~.,(x) < c~. 
Therefore, c . .¢  Cm since Cm is a minimal element of U,,,,(> f~,,,(x)). By (iii). and 
(iii)m+ l, r/~ ~>r/m+l > i'(Cm). This means that cnEP~,, but Cm f[ P!n,. Therefore, c~ ~ Cm. 
By (iv)re+l, we have that Cm+l <<.f~,.+,(Cm), Cm<_~_<,'.,(~,,,)f~m+,(Cm) and c m .J_ f~m+,(Cm). 
Suppose c. > Cm. Then c. > f~o,+, (Cm)>~Cm+l. Repeating this argument, we obtain that 
c. > cn-l. Therefore, by (iV)n, we obtain the contradiction that c. - i  < f~,,(c.-l) and 
c. - i  ± f~,,(cn-I ). This proves (v).. [] 
7. The Proof of (25)¢ 
We first prove that f¢ o f~(x) = x for x E PC. Suppose ~ = t /+ 1 is a succes- 
sor. Then x is a <<,-maximal e ement of P~, and so by (25)n, f~(x) is <<!~-maximal 
! Therefore, ! ~ ! ! ! in Pn. fq(x)<<,f~+l(x)<<Tf,(x) by Lemma 4.2 and the definition of 
9,.' Therefore, by (25)7 again, it follows that x = f,(f~(x)); and y = fn(f~+l(x)) are 
<<,-maximal in Pn and x<<, y<<,x. Therefore, by Lemma 4.2 and the definition of 97, 
x = 07(Y) = f,+l(f~+l(x)) • Now suppose that ¢ is a limit. By (24)¢ and Lemma 4.3, 
there is t /< ~ such that f~(x) = f~(x). Then, by (19)¢, (17)¢ and (25)7 , 
f¢ o f~(x) = f~ o f~(x) = f ¢ o fn o f~(x) = f¢(x) = x. 
Similarly, f~ of¢(x')  = x' for x!EP~. Thus, f~lP¢ is a bijection from PC onto P~ and 
f~ I P~ is its inverse. By (17)¢, f~ and f~ are both order preserving and so they are 
isomorphisms. [] 
8. The Proof of (26)~ 
! 
Let x E P~, y E Pc-l- Suppose first that ~ = ~ + 1 is a successor ordinal. Since 
x is a <<cmaximal element in P~, by (25)~, f{(x) is a <<~-maximal e ement in 
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/X  P~, and therefore, by Lemma 4.2, f~(x)<<~f~(x). I f  y < f~( ) ,  then y < f~(x), and 
then y < f~(x) holds for all r /<  ~ by (26)~ (and in particular y < x = f'o(X)). Now 
assume that y < x. By (26)C, y < f~(x) holds for all r/ < ¢. Since y < f~(x) and 
f~(x)<<_~ f (x), it also follows that y < f~(x). Now suppose that ~ is a limit ordinal. 
By (24)¢ and Lemma 4.3, there is ( < ~ such that f~(x) = f{(x). Then by (26)~, 
y < f~(x) iff y < x. It follows by (26)~ that y < f~(x) for all 17 < ~. 
The case when yEP~-I follows by symmetry. Let z = f~(x). By the above, since 
/ 
z C P~, we have that y < z = f~(x) holds iff y < f~(z) = x, since f¢(f~(x)) = x by 
(25)~. [] 
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